Summary
Introduction
Chinese pulse diagnosis in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has been practiced for more than 2000 years 1, 2 .
Chinese physicians use fingertips to feel the wrist-pulses of patients in order to determine their health conditions. The wrist-pulse has been recognized as the most fundamental signal of life, containing vital information of health activities.
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Pathologic changes of a person's body condition are reflected in the wrist-pulse pictures. Clinical studies demonstrate that patients with hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes, exhibit premature loss of arterial elasticity and endothelial function, which eventually resulted in decreased flexibility of vasculature, and heightened stress to the circulatory system. The wrist-pulse shape, amplitude, and rhythm are also altered in correspondence with the hemodynamic characteristics of blood flow.
The growing recognition of the importance of developing effective preventive medical system to contemporary healthcare has placed Chinese pulse diagnosis an important position 3 . However, wrist-pulse assessment is a matter of technical skill and subjective experience. The intuitional accuracy depends upon the individual's persistent practice and quality of sensitive awareness. Different Chinese physicians might not always give identical wrist-pulse waveform pattern recognition for some given patient. The classifications of wrist-pulse waveform patterns identified and named by different Chinese physicians in their medical literatures are not always the same. In history, Chinese physicians clearly appreciated the significance of the wrist-pulses and association of changes in the wrist-pulses with diseases, but they did not progress beyond the stage of manual palpations, thereby remaining largely uninfluenced by quantitative measurements. Solid quantified description of Chinese pulse diagnosis would pave a way in its modernizing advancements.
This paper aims to extract characteristics of Chinese pulses from their waveforms by introducing quantified classification indices. These classification indices can be served for wrist-pulse waveform pattern recognition and classification in Chinese pulse diagnosis. This is a subject dealing with automated Chinese pulse diagnosis. The fact that an electronic device is interfaced with a personal computer holds open the possibility that an automated system of interpreting Chinese pulse waveform patterns could be developed.
Methods

Chinese pulse waveforms
Chinese pulse waveforms are recorded non-invasively with a pressure sensor. A wrist-watch-like structure is mounded to keep the sensor position well over radial artery. A sphygmomanometer cuff is wrapped around a wrist-watch-like structure to provide hold-down pressure. The Chinese pulse waveforms are captured and digitized by an analog-todigital converter and recorded onto a personal computer. 13 Chinese pulse waveforms in TCM are recorded and their descriptions 2 are shown below in Figure 1 . The 13 Chinese pulse waveforms appear more likely to help practitioner determine imbalances that relate to the selection of traditional style therapeutics, i.e., acupuncture points and individual herbs. 
Chinese pulse waveform analysis
A beating heart generates pressure and flow waves which propagate throughout the arterial system. The shapes of wrist-pulse waveforms are altered by their continuous interaction with the non-uniform arterial system [4] [5] [6] . The pressure waves expand the arterial walls as traveling, and the expansions are palpable as the wrist-pulses.
Each discontinuity reflects the incident waves in the mechanical and geometrical properties of the arterial tree, e.g., at bifurcations and stenoses. The palpable wrist-pulses can thus be studied in terms of one forward traveling wave component, the collective waves running from heart to periphery and containing information of the heart itself; and one backward traveling wave component, the collective waves containing information of the reflection sites and the periphery of the arterial system. Moreover, the reflected pressure waves tend to increase the load to the heart and play a major role in determining the wrist-pulse waveform patterns. Hence, wrist-pulse waveforms can be expressed in terms of its forward and backward running components with a phase shift in time as illustrated in Figure 2 .
A normal wrist-pulse waveform has a smooth, fairly sharp upstroke, a momentarily sustained peak, a quick downstroke and decay. The reflected wave also has similar shape to the initial wave but smaller in amplitude 7 . Such wrist-pulse curve looks like the shape of Gamma density function. Without loss of generality, the wrist-pulse waveforms can be viewed as the summation of forward and backward waves by using the following function: Table 1 below. The parameters in the Table 1 
Classification of Chinese pulses
The values of the parameters describe characteristic of Chinese pulses in recognizing their waveform patterns.
I. Whether Chinese pulse is rapid or slow is an important quality to be determined in Chinese pulse diagnosis. The length ( L ) of the Chinese pulse wave, which reflects its period or frequency, can firstly be considered to classify the 13 Chinese pulse waveforms. As shown in the results, Hurried pulse is very small in length ( L ), while Slow pulse is large. These two Chinese pulses stand out of the other 11 Chinese pulses in their length ( L ) and can be recognized by the length easily. The rest 11 Chinese pulses are undistinguishable purely by examining their lengths at this stage and should be grouped together. 
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gives the point where the wave reaches its peak value. According to the grouping and classification above, the ranges of parameters to group and classify the Chinese pulses in each stage are set in Table 3 . Table 2 Chinese wrist-pulse distinguishing and grouping 
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). The new quantitative classification not only reduces the dependency of pulse diagnosis on Chinese physician's experience, but also is able to interpret pathological wrist-pulse waveforms more precisely. The quantitative information will help us better to characterize or differentiate the wrist-pulse waveforms, independently to confirm the health states of patients, and thereby to develop means for non-invasively diagnosing a myriad of diseases associated with malfunctioning organ systems.
